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Wigdahl, Matthew A. Motion Graphic and Tangible User Interface for Audience 

Participation in Recorded Live Performance 

Abstract 

In the spring of 2021, a high school musical was produced as digital video rather than live stage 

performance, including a tangible audience interactive kit for audience participation at home. 

The actors and creative directors worked collaboratively yet asynchronously and independently, 

compiling a collection of scenes both in song and narration to render a final feature-length video. 

These scenes were composed from a variety of media: filmed live action, animated narratives, 

and mixed live action with motion graphics. An interactive audience kit was developed alongside 

the video production as further means to engage the audience. This paper explores the proposed 

concepts of the project and describes the implemented methodology. This production was 

developed and presented in unique circumstances, and as such modeled a spectrum of methods—

some viable and replicable both for live or virtual performance, others less successful—which 

will be evaluated in this paper and point toward potential future application in stewardship of 

audience attention.  
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Chapter I: Introduction 

Twenty high school actors sit in a darkened theater, watching a digital projection twelve 

feet tall. Wearing 3D glasses, they blow train whistles, laughing at the animated versions of 

themselves dancing across the screen. Music fills the space. It is their own voices—singing in 

harmony the songs of a musical they recorded individually—that they are now enjoying together. 

This was the scene in April of 2021, when the Menomonie High School Theater—more 

officially named Mane Stage Productions—produced School House Rock: Live! as a digital 

video for their audience to stream. Entering a second year of combating a global pandemic due to 

COVID-19 virus, there were many challenges as we restricted ourselves in efforts to keep each 

other safe from spreading the disease. Their stage closed and their ability to collaborate 

synchronously in the same space blocked due to safety measures, the actors and their creative 

directors took advantage of digital recording to produce musical theater and engage their patrons. 

The show was a creative and expressive outlet for the actors, fulfilling the purpose 

annually afforded by the spring musical production. It also served as community distraction and 

entertainment, much needed after a year of pandemic constraints. For my part, this show served 

as a vehicle for experimentation and presentation of ideas related to motion graphics and 

interactive tangible user interface (TUI), as thesis research in design for both. 

I was asked by the director to contribute to this production. My history in designing 

projected motion graphics for Mane Stage productions, as well as experience in theater and video 

editing made me a good fit, and I accepted the role readily (officially titled, Motion Graphics and 

Kit Designer, yet unofficially more of an associate director), seeing the opportunity for 

experimentation and research. I am a professional educator in the same school district and as 

such work with these students routinely in many capacities. 
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Purpose of the Production 

In this paper, the term production will refer to the entirety of the filmed, theatrical 

collaboration. The term project will refer to my work as a design researcher, specific to the 

motion graphics, tangible interactive kit and the synthesis of both to engage our audience. The 

purpose of this production—and within it, my project—is identified in three parts: 

• provide a meaningful creative outlet for high school actors 

• engage the community in whimsical, instructional entertainment 

• provide a vehicle for creative experimentation in motion graphic and TUI design in a 

video-based narrative format 

 The Greek word for theater—theatron—means “seeing place,” and plays performed in 

the theater engage their audiences largely through visual means (Worthen et al., 1993). In the 

theater, a dramatic text is fashioned into an event, something existing in space and time. 

(Worthen et al., 1993) The musical Schoolhouse Rock: Live! was designed for audiences to 

experience in person, performed live by actors in real time. In adapting this experience for video, 

we essentially stripped it of the interaction and narrowed the channels of delivery to two senses, 

those of sight and sound. The purpose of this investigation and design experiment was to push 

interactivity and sensory engagement further toward the original goals of live theater, given our 

constraints. We were confined to a specific streaming service with specific video format 

requirements by the digital rights owners. These constraints, in addition to the health and safety 

practices and need for efficient decision-making due to the timeline of show development, forced 

a convergent design structure in which we sought the best possible solution for each given design 

problem, even while attempting to try new ideas.  
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Definition of Terms  

No new terms were designated for this project; however, I will identify some key terms 

here as reference and as insight for how I am using them. 

Anaglyphic  

“The projection of the right stereoscopic image in red and the left in cyan, the composite 

image being viewed through spectacles furnished with red and cyan glasses” (Oxford University 

Press, 2011). 

Divergent and Convergent Design  

According to Finke et al. (1992), divergent design “entails the generation of novelty, 

which is commonly thought to go hand in hand with the ability to see lots of possible answers 

and interpretations to a problem or issue” (p. 953). Convergent design “entails the evaluation and 

exploration of this novelty, which deals with developing, analyzing and selecting the ‘best’ 

answer to a problem or issue” (Finke et al., 1992, p. 953).  

Gesamtkunstwerk  

There is debate on a solid definition of this concept, though at its inception from the 

composer and theater director Richard Wagner, we understand it to mean a system of 

interlocking total performance. “A performance where all design aspects are working together 

toward a complete presentation of an idea” (Smith, 2007). 

Interactivity  

This is not a definition, per se, but a distinction: this project dealt with a one-way flow of 

interactivity. The recorded video and tangible kit were not able to be, nor ever meant to be, 

modified by the audience. The entire project was on offer, and the audience engaged in a level of 
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interactivity (singing, playing, performing actions) according to their own motivation. Consider 

participation as an alternate term here. 

Kinetic Typography  

Letters, words and phrases that move using micro (e.g., lines of text) and macro (e.g., 

designed word art) typography (Kuraitytė et al., 2020). 

Tangible User Interface (TUI)  

The ways in which audiences are engaged in all media is broad. Pertaining to TUI for this 

project, I am narrowing the scope to specific, physical movement and use of objects. Often 

compared or even confused with Graphical User Interface (GUI; used more in computing; i.e., 

pixels on screens), TUI has been defined as, “physical forms that fit seamlessly into a user's 

physical environment. TUIs aim to take advantage of these haptic interaction skills, an approach 

significantly different from GUIs” (Ishii, 2008, p. 34). 

Transmedia  

Although our production could be enjoyed with video only, my project intended to 

convey the narrative most fully through both video and the interactive kit. This may not strictly 

satisfy the definition, yet the project, delivered via multiple channels, is certainly adjacent to 

transmedia storytelling. One definition is shared thusly: “Transmedia storytelling represents a 

process of communicating integral parts of a narrative across multiple delivery channels” 

(Buehring et al., 2020, p. 65). 

Project Objectives 

This project was initiated with three primary objectives: 

• experiment with motion graphic design to enhance the narrative and musical 

performance 
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• inspire and engage the cast creatively 

• experiment with TUI design to enhance audience experience through participation 

Pertaining specifically to my project, these three objectives were proposed and executed, 

and will be outlined below. For the purpose of this paper, the term project will be identified as 

the contributions I made to the overall production of the musical. 

Assumptions of the Project 

 I made several assumptions during the design of this project, the most notable of which I 

will outline below. 

One assumption was that the audience is literate and sighted, gaining information easily 

through printed and displayed text. A significant amount of text was displayed in the video, 

especially during several scenes of motion graphics and kinetic typography. The interactive kit 

was designed with all lyrics and included many paragraphs of directions. The show could be 

enjoyed and experienced with no reading, but significantly improved for our literate viewers. 

Another assumption was that cast is looking for new ways to feel inspired and connected 

to stage acting. There were fewer actors who tried out for parts in this show than normal years. 

While the usual spring musical sees one hundred or more tryouts, often with 60 or more cast, this 

year there were thirty actors auditioning for a final cast of 21. My assumption was that the 

complications of the pandemic, academics, and other commitments made creative efforts seem 

more daunting. It was therefore an assumption and a challenge of the project to engage the actors 

in a way that felt light, fun, and motivating. 

Another assumption was that the audience is hoping for an authentic—even new—

experience. In the 1930s, grappling with the increasing ubiquity of reproduced art, Walter 

Benjamin wrote that, “Even the most perfect reproduction of a work of art is lacking in one 
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element: its presence in time and space, its unique existence at the place where it happens to be” 

(Benjamin, 2008). Live theater perhaps heightens engagement in its specificity of time and place, 

with always-available streaming video losing some of that magic. In addition, at the height of the 

pandemic and according to a BBC study, adults spent six and a half hours on average, (excluding 

work time) staring at screens (Rajan, 2020). Audience engagement is one problem with which 

artists grapple, and I believed our pandemic audience to be experiencing video fatigue. 

Connecting with an audience through video was in no way novel. 

Limitations of the Project 

This project was limited in myriad ways, with the following significant constraints. One 

limitation was that the cast could not meet in person. The production staff had to rely on actors 

using their own recording equipment to acquire video and audio. We had to rely on shared 

documents and online communication to collaborate. All recording had to be envisioned as 

stand-alone acting, with scenes digitally manipulated if an appearance of ensembles was deemed 

necessary. File sharing was also a sub-constraint under this umbrella, as recordings were shared 

across systems and converted to work together using shared drives overseen by the school 

district. 

Another limitation was that the audience could not participate synchronously in shared 

space. Our auditorium space was closed to performance or gatherings of even small groups. The 

digital rights company who owns the show (Musical Theater International or MTI) had a 

requirement of using their streaming service and specific video codec, resulting in at least two 

constraints which altered my direction. First, one of my early ideas to publish in 360-degree 

virtual video and distribute branded VR sets to the audience was eliminated. Second, MTI 

established a possibility of a synchronous, livestreamed event using this service, but 
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communication and distribution constraints pushed the production staff toward a simple video-

on-demand broadcast. 

Another major limitation as that the director underwent a medical emergency during 

rehearsal, delaying the entire production by over six weeks. Some audio recording was done in 

their absence, yet much of the production was stalled and even modified once we were able to 

get back to work. I was able to use the time to develop assets. Animating them and lip-syncing to 

the audio recordings required director oversight and had to be put on hold. 

One other major limitation was that all asset design and motion rendering were done by a 

single designer on a single computer. Though the director used some commercial software 

templates for initial title sequences and some video editing, the bulk of the show featured design 

work done by me. The production was 84 minutes long, with just over half of those minutes 

rendered with motion graphics of some kind. This is listed as a limitation because ordinarily 

projects of this scope would engage an entire production team, using render farms and dividing 

the workflow into more manageable tasks. As a solo creator, I was unable to carry out the full 

vision of all sequences due to this constraint. Yet, I benefitted from the exploration of efficient 

workflows and creative shortcuts it forced upon me.  
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Chapter II: Background and Related Works 

 Many previous works of art, theater, and animation design were considered as exemplars 

for this design. Additionally, I was influenced by psychological and philosophical concepts in 

attending to needs of the audience. These considerations are outlined below. 

History Versus the Current Condition 

As a transmedia project, this work draws upon many influences in film, theater, graphic 

design, and user interface design. Research into specific examples that perfectly match the 

entirety of the project yielded little, though examples specific to genre exist (see Appendix A, 

Tables 1-3). It is helpful to consider this project as a collection of experiences iterative of ideas 

from all the above formats. Even while few examples exist that closely match the entirety of this 

project, it was not unique to its time. During the lockdown of the pandemic of 2020 and 2021, 

convergent, transmedia design with nontraditional presentation methods in theater and music was 

rampant. Many live-streamed performances had accompanying programs with specific asks for 

the audience to reclaim the immersive feeling of being in person. Organizations developed 

streaming shows, interactive puzzle-plays, and even live interactive events with audience-actor 

interaction. The Walking Shadow Theater company in Minneapolis developed murder mysteries 

with multi-layered script documents to maintain an intended narrative while allowing for 

audience participation via teleconference performances. John Heimbuch, artistic director of 

Walking Shadow Theater, responding to the pandemic’s threat on live in-person performances 

said, “We decided to reframe that into an opportunity for innovation. Virtual theater is more 

accessible and visible” (personal communication, February 12, 2021). Many venues and theater 

companies shut down entirely, Broadway in New York City being the most obvious example 

(Bailey-Millado, 2020). 
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Genesis of Ideas for This Project 

Though this production was intended for all ages, we know that the cartoons on which it 

was based were originally aired during Saturday morning cartoons (Saturday-morning cartoon, 

2021), often watched by young audiences. Our show was experienced for the first time by most 

of our audience, so a mindset of experiencing this show as someone young is not unreasonable. 

Maria Montessori would contend that a child “is attracted more by stimuli than by reason” 

(Lillard, 2013). I would suggest there are some parallels for a first-time audience, especially for a 

show based on a children’s cartoon. Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi teaches that listening to music 

triggers dopamine and increases our memory (Csikszentmihalyi, 2009). In elaboration on 

engaging senses to increase concentration and heighten experience, he writes: “Most enjoyable 

activities are not natural; they demand an effort that initially one is reluctant to make. But once 

the interaction starts to provide feedback to the person's skills, it usually begins to be intrinsically 

rewarding” (Csikszentmihalyi, 2009). In the synthesis of the interactive kit and the experience of 

viewing this production, I hoped to tap into this phenomenon by giving the audience something 

active to do in addition to the passive engagement of viewership.  

In consideration of these psychological aspects of engagement and given the audience of 

Schoolhouse Rock: Live! was guaranteed to be experiencing the performance from a device in 

their home, my goals with this project began to envelop audience engagement through more 

nontraditional, virtual means, while pushing even further into interaction via a tangible 

interactive kit. TUI is a varied concept in historical applications in traditional theater. An 

examination of theater history recalls a wide variety of application. Consider spontaneous and 

informal application such as patrons bringing produce to throw at actors at the Globe Theater of 

the 17th century. Or less interactive and more supplementary objects like the playbills of modern 
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Broadway. We’d almost certainly consider 3D glasses in a movie theater a tool for interface, yet 

we would likely not consider popcorn as a vital narrative device, even if it increases engagement 

for some patrons. One specific example of this concept for film screening was the kits—based on 

previous, organic audience-devised concepts—handed out at the Astra Theater in Indiana for 

showings of The Rocky Horror Picture Show (Eddie, 2016). True tangible user interface for 

narrative enhancement of live, staged production is rare, and most likely found in experimental 

theater (see Appendix A). Yet interactive, tangible user interfaces are ubiquitous in video 

gaming; a different, if similar, narrative media type (Powell, 2013). 

Two specific video concepts used in our production were derived from concrete examples 

in design history and are worth discussion here. These examples are anaglyphic stereoscopic 

video and follow-the-bouncing-ball.  

Anaglyphic images are made by developing two separate images in contrasting colors (in 

our case, red and cyan) and overlaying them. By using glasses with matching color films over 

each eye, our human brain interprets each color channel, interpreting the whole image as three 

dimensional. The first well documented use and presentation of anaglyphic images was in France 

in the 1850s. French researchers, including Gabriel Lippmann, the Nobel laureate in physics and 

researcher of color photography, described methods developed by his for showing magic lantern 

slide shows to audiences wearing colored goggles (Sieg, 2011). Anaglyphic films where 

audiences were given glasses were popularized in the 1920s, and the term 3D appears to have 

become mainstream in the 1950s (King, 2013). 

In the 1930s, two brothers named Max and Dave Fleischer produced a series of short 

films called Song Car-Tunes, in which they embedded a bouncing ball animation over the lyrics 

to the songs, imprinted directly into the live action video on film. Using a white ball on a stick, 
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they increased the contrast so only the ball was seen and synced its movement to match the 

correct lyric as the audience listened or, as intended, sang along (Fleischer & Fleischer, 1931). 

In the 1950s, William Castle designed an electronic chair for the theater using old war 

machinery to give his audience a frighteningly real and unprecedented sensation (Leeder, n.d.). 

The seats were designed to rumble or vibrate in sync with certain visual effects on the screen, 

most notably in his film: The Tingler (Kobler, 1960). Castle’s concepts were useful to me for two 

reasons: in modeling a practical idea, and in how he prepared the audience. I of course could not 

install a vibrating chair in the homes of our audience, but the idea of concretely engaging another 

sense besides audio and video was present through the addition of a whistle, name tags, cards, 

and arm motions to our production. Also, consider how Castle prepared his audience in this 

whimsical and somewhat sarcastic preface to his film: “some people are more sensitive to these 

mysterious electronic impulses than others. These unfortunate sensitive people will at times feel 

a strange tingling sensation. Others will feel it less strongly. But don’t be alarmed—you could 

protect yourself” (Dirks, 2021). 

Using humor in a call to action, Castle seemingly dared his audience to engage and 

believe. Similarly, I included a set of instructions at the beginning of our interactive kit, though 

my wording was a bit more straightforward.  
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Chapter III: Project 

This M.F.A. Project is somewhat unique in that it is a collaboration with an already-

existing program, that of Menomonie High School Theater, officially referred to as Mane Stage 

Productions. Annually, Mane Stage produces a live musical, often with 50–100 student actors. 

Due to the unique requirements of social distancing during a global pandemic, the 2021 

production was to be recorded as video. This opened the door to some experimentation and 

exploration of ideas in live action, animation & motion graphics, and tangible user interface. 

Musical Show Selection 

Musicals for high schools are chosen from selections provided by rights usage 

companies, in this case Music Theater International (MTI). Because we intended to stream this 

and produce it as video, even further restrictions were in place, depending on the title. Under the 

constraints of the pandemic, it was decided early on we would not be bringing cast members 

together for acting, singing, or rehearsal. Therefore, show selection needed to allow for several 

factors: 

• ease of asymmetrical, distanced video production  

• rights constraints (e.g., many shows would not allow for recorded production) 

• casting flexibility 

The musical—based on a late 1900s instructional cartoon—Schoolhouse Rock: Live! was 

chosen, as it fit most of these requirements. The show is essentially a series of 21 songs, each 

based on a specific educational content area and subject such as mathematics, history or 

grammar. The songs are loosely connected with a narrative about a teacher preparing for school, 

who interacts with alter egos encouraging the teacher to get excited about the day. Because we 
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had all recently experienced online learning due to pandemic lockdowns, the director and I 

quickly reimagined the show to connect with the idea of a teacher preparing for virtual learning. 

Casting 

To include as many actors as possible, we rewrote the script to consist of three identical 

casts. Under our construct, three teachers would be getting ready for school, each with their own 

three sets of alter egos. This brought the cast from seven to 21. Though this was an expansion of 

the specific show requirements, it was also a notable decrease in participation compared to 

previous years. Twenty students participated this year, as opposed to 60 actors and numerous 

crew members in the previous year’s show. 

Motion Graphic and Other Video Design 

Each song in the show was developed to have a unique visual style and production 

method (see Figure 1). Though all choices were grounded in artistic vision, some were also 

influenced by a need to vary complexity and be mindful of time and resource constraints. There 

were four types of videos envisioned, based on the convergent design considerations of our 

constraints, skills, and resources: 

• fully animated and motion graphic sequences 

• motion graphic / live action transmedia 

• full live action 

• full student-made sequences 
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Figure 1 

Frames From Selected Show Videos 

 
Note. Clockwise, from top left: motion graphics & live action combined sequence; fully 

animated sequence; student-made live action sequence; animated with photography sequence 

Tangible User Interface: The Interactive Audience Kit 

 At the start, many ideas for an interactive kit were considered though quickly eliminated. 

Ideas like a pencil box, backpack and other three-dimensional tangible objects were considered 

cost-prohibitive and complicated to produce and distribute. A paper program became the logical 

choice for its ease of use, distribution, and manufacture. In addition, we could take advantage of 

the audience’s background knowledge of a printed program interface, as they are routinely used 

in live performance. The challenge then became a creative one: how can we fit a variety of 

experiences into a single booklet? The final product was a high quality, full-bleed, full color 28-

page booklet with several affixed objects, perforated for easy tearing out of some content (see 

Figures 2-4). I designed and included interactive elements for 14 of the 21 songs in the 

production.  

red 
blood cell 

white 
bloodcell platelet 
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Figure 2 

Complete Interactive Kit Showing Cover 

 
Note. Open two-page spread with swivel-out content (inventions) and perforated, tear-out 

content (mail-in ballot). 

Figure 3 

Interactive Kit Assembly 

 
Note. Use of adhesive dots and swivel eyelets to affix 3D glasses, swivel-out content, whistles, 

and name tags. 
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Figure 4 

Cutting Out Content for Show Interaction 
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Chapter IV: Design Methodology 

Narrative theater is an inherently multidisciplinary collaboration—musical theater 

perhaps even more so. This production included additional layers of design in tangible user 

interface, videography and animation, which varied the experience from song to song. These 

variations compelled me to design and synthesize with an eye toward a cohesive narrative. 

Design Concepts 

To design this experience, I employed traditional theater show development, filmmaking 

and animation, graphic design, and 3D design methods. Each was considered independently, yet 

with an eye toward interactivity and transmedia implementation. 

As with any theater production, a thorough script analysis was conducted, and the 

creative lead team (show director, musical directors, costume designers, and—in this case—

videographers) met virtually to develop a vision for each show piece. It was decided that the 

entire show would be a single video, consisting of musical shorts connected by narrative scenes. 

To vary the visual style, some musical pieces would be live action, others would be fully 

animated, and others would be a combination of both. To further involve the students, three 

songs were identified and given over to the actors to fully design, film and edit. These ideas were 

recorded onto a spreadsheet to connect key information (e.g., actors, lyrics, rehearsal times, etc.) 

to the creative vision connecting video elements to the interactive design (see Figure 5). 
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Figure 5 

To simplify the development of singing, music, and acting on video, we chose to record 

audio separately. This recording happened in the choral studio and was edited by an audio 

technician before being handed to me for production. These audio tracks gave us a time construct 

to work from for visual development. Visually, each piece had unique characteristics from full 

animation to kinetic typography to choreographed live action.  

Below are four key design cases with the fullest implementation of the motion graphic-

audience participation partnership. I have included appendices to describe several other unique 

cases within the project for further reading (see Appendices B-E). 
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Case 1: Conjunction Junction; Interactive Music-Making 

 One of the most famous songs of the Schoolhouse Rock! / Grammar Rock subgenre is 

“Conjunction Junction,” which first aired as a cartoon in 1973 (“Every Schoolhouse Rock! Song, 

Ranked…”, 2017). The YouTube clip of the original “Conjunction Junction” cartoon play count 

outnumbers all others with over ten million views (Schoolhouse Rock, 2014). The lyrics of the 

song reinforce a train metaphor—an overall theme difficult from which to stray—and so my 

design construct for the experience leaned into both the train motif and the consideration that 

people familiar with the animated series would likely know the song. 

 Visually, I designed a train engine with several cars—passenger and flatbeds—animated 

to travel across the screen right to left as the song progressed. The assets of the train were 

designed as flat, highly stylized, colorful, and playful. The background landscape of trees and 

sky were added for a parallax effect and given texture to set them off from the featured train 

passage. I animated the smokestack, brake pads and coupling rods of the engine and cars to give 

them some realism. The wheels of the engine were animated to include piston action, a 

technically challenging loop to animate, requiring expressions to align the pistons and coupling 

rods—in an elliptical motion—to the wheels. 

The song contained two types of live-action video, captured by the actors. First, they all 

recorded themselves in profile “riding” the train in front of a green screen. We used this video to 

digitally add each actor to the passenger cars. The other videos were of the actors singing their 

parts, which I included portrait style into frames (see Figure 6) which were digitally ratchet-

strapped to the rolling flatbeds. I then synchronized the actors singing to the song as the different 

scenes rolled by. 
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Figure 6 

Frames of Animation Sequence 

  
Note. From left: Digital train with animated wheels, parallax background; user interface for 

playing along on the whistle (left of center frame); actor choreography videos. 

 For user interaction, I designed, and 3D printed, a two-note whistle to be included in this 

kit. The design was based on publicly available forced-air whistle concepts, with users blowing 

into one end, forcing air to cross an opening and vibrate a pipe to produce a note. Initially 

through math and then through trial and error in refinement, I designed the whistle to produce the 

two notes sung for the lyrics of “Conjunction Junction” (an E4 and a G4; 330 Hz and 392 Hz, 

respectively). These two pipes were then combined for a final print and modified to allow for a 

color-coded “button” to correspond to an on-screen indicator for playing along with the song (see 

Figures 7 & 8). I designed a user interface system for the audience to play along to the music 

during the chorus. The graphical user interface was based historically on the Follow-the-

bouncing-ball concept initiated by the Fleischer brothers (see above) and made popular recently 

as a gaming interface in games like Dance Dance Revolution or Guitar Hero (Miller, 2012). I 

assumed that many users would quickly see the connection, though missing it would be 

insignificant as there was already plenty of experience happening in the song. A digital 

representation of the whistle (see Figure 6, center) appeared briefly prior to when the whistle 

should be used, and then colored buttons moved up the screen, crossing an opening right at the 

moment the note should be played. The note buttons were marked as an E and a G and colored 
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red and blue to clearly distinguish them. The whistles were attached to the front of the Interactive 

Audience Kit with a simple double-sided sticky dot, and a user-interaction note was included on 

the corresponding page for the song with its lyrics.  

Figure 7  

Printed Train Whistles with Color-Coded Buttons 
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Figure 8 

3D Design for a Two-note Train Whistle 

  
Note. The two insets for colored buttons are shown at the far end. 

Case 2: Unpack Your Adjectives; Paper-folding Tangible User Interface 

 The seventh song in the show is a lesser-known tune about adjectives. In the lyrics, the 

story of a camping trip, one ultimately ending with a bear encounter, unfolds in extreme detail. 

The goal of the lyrics appears to be injecting as many adjectives as possible. Because of the story 

and the rapid rate of adjectives, I again designed the experience with two constructs: emphasize 

the adjectival words and tell the story. 

 I based the color scheme on an internal frame backpack in my personal gear inventory. It 

is various shades of reds, golds, and blue-grays. This scheme was consistent throughout the 

video and the graphic design of the interactive kit. The assets of a backpack, tent, trees, bear, and 

actor silhouettes were created for a video, which was assembled to display words in a kinetic-

typography-style overlaying imagery of the story being told. 
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 For the interactivity, a paper backpack was included in the kit. To assemble it, the 

audience would cut it out, fold it together, and glue or tape it with small tabs. The standard 

symbolism for cutting of dotted lines and scissor icons was included, as well as a small 

description for the plan. In addition, the entire list of adjectives from the song was included as 

small slips of paper to be cut apart. The idea was for the audience to “unpack the adjectives” by 

pulling out (or, more likely, putting in) the words they hear as they listen to the song. This was a 

tangible and literal representation of the concept of the song. The concept was reinforced with an 

animation of the backpack “unzipping” and words ejecting from it (see Figure 9). 

Figure 9 

Two-Page Spread of Paper Backpack Included in Kit  

 
Note. This graphic is imported from Adobe Illustrator, not a photo. The postage/address side of a 

mail-in ballot is seen to the left. 
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 In the video, the typography was designed and animated to evoke the adjective itself, in 

most cases. For example, the letters in thin, fat, and tall were stretched or squashed as described. 

The word sunny popped from the top of clouds in bright yellow as the word rainy dropped from 

below the clouds falling in blue-gray. The bear was designed with typography to connect 

visually and thematically to another song in the show, with callouts and additional adjectives. 

Finally, in what was the most sophisticated scene in the animation, the hiker is walking with the 

backpack past a series of signs, each displaying categories of adjectives, passing through a depth 

of field as the hiker returns to the campground. 

Case 3: My Hero Zero; Anaglyph 3D Imagery 

 Another way in which I engaged the audience was through a traditional stereoscopic 3D 

piece. Included in each kit was a set of anaglyphic red/cyan glasses, and the animation was 

rendered for two color channels. This experience was applied to the 15th song, “My Hero Zero.” 

Originally, the idea was to include the parts to cut out and assemble the glasses. One other song 

was designed to include a transparency overlay in the kit, and so including red and cyan film 

segments to cut out and affix to a set of cardstock glasses frames would have been a consistent 

build-your-own concept. Due to printing constraints both in cost and manufacture, it was deemed 

easier to simply purchase assembled glasses and adhere them to the page of the lyrics for the 

song during which they would be used (see Figure 10). 
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Figure 10 

The song lyrics evoked the qualities of the digit zero, with a general idea of heroism and 

greatness. This allowed for some more abstract ideas and was less confining than the more 

narrative songs. The anaglyph effect with red and cyan glasses works best with those colors and 

black and white present in the imagery, so those colors along with black and white were chosen. 

These red, white, and blue colors also perhaps reinforced a superhero motif, certainly for 

western/American culture. Digital assets were created of a main character zero, baseball 

equipment, and scales. These all aided in short sequences of concepts like weight and baseball 

stats that could be filled with zeroes. The entire video was letterboxed into anamorphic aspect 

ratio, allowing some visual elements to fly out of those confines, further enhancing the 3D effect 

(see Figure 11). 
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Figure 11 

Case 4: Rufus Xavier Sarsaparilla; Identity & Community 

 Another lesser-known song, “Rufus Xavier Sarsaparilla,” was included in the show to 

teach about pronouns. As our culture is currently learning more and expanding our concept of 

identity and gender, it was decided we could engage the audience in some self-reflection on the 

topic by including a name tag sticker to complete and wear during the performance (see Figure 

12). The song lyrics here are again more narrative, and so assets were created for the main 

character to engage in a trip around town, meeting various animals on their journey. 
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Figure 12 

Materials 

 This project relied on a huge range of material, both physical and digital, to design 

content in both these media types. In fact, to emphasize one aspect of the variation to our 

audience, I included a paragraph in the final page of the show kit listing fully 19 different 

software applications used in the production. The combination of animation and tangible design 

materials are outlined here. 

Technical Materials 

 A wide variety of digital technology was used, both hardware and software, to develop 

this production and will be listed here briefly. All animation and motion graphics was done on a 

MacBook Pro using several Adobe applications, including After Effects, Premiere Pro, 

Illustrator, Character Animator and Photoshop. For physical 3D design of the train whistle, I 
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used Fusion 360, slicing and running the printer with SLIC3R software. The prints were 

produced using fused deposition modeling in PLA plastic on Prusa Mk3 printers. The paper 

portion of the interactive kit was designed in Adobe Illustrator, printed on heavyweight stock 

using UW-Stout print services, who bid the job out to a local printing company. The kit was 

finished with additional parts, including 3D glasses, Zots adhesive dots, Avery name tag stickers, 

paper eyelets, and washers. The eyelets were set with an applicator tool, and the perforations 

done by hand with a circular perforating cutter. For photography and video capture I used 

iPhones, a three-axis gimbal stabilizer, a DSLR camera, and a green screen. 

Color 

For the video pieces with motion graphics, each was assigned a color scheme for visual 

consistency. There was no overall project-wide color scheme or design construct, mostly due to 

the nature of video editing tasks divided among the creators. For the audience kit, there was a 

color scheme chosen for the entire book and attached supplies, which in part played off the 

existing assets provided by the publisher of the show.  

Iconography 

When designing the interactive audience kit, there were several style decisions made to 

help with readability, visual hierarchy, and consistency. All song titles were bolded with color 

and given a larger font, both to separate them visually and to note their importance. Lyrics were 

added in dark blue or black, and occasionally words were colored as a visual cue highlighting 

their significance (Figure 13). For example, in the song A Noun is a Person, Place or Thing, all 

the nouns were colored red for emphasis. Lyrics were bolded to indicate a chorus or repeated 

section. The parts of the kit intended to be cut out or ripped out were perforated and marked with 

a dotted line and scissor icon. Key assets from the animation in the show were added to the kit to 
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connect the ideas. Whenever an action was suggested for the audience (cut, move, write, etc.), 

boxed directions were included with a hand icon. The hand icon functioned macroscopically; a 

yellow beacon calling the eye to attention. Paired with each hand icon was a text box of specific 

directions, functioning microscopically as specific indications for experience action. This icon 

was included at a slightly larger than scale on page one, and what the audience member would 

expect was explained in its accompanying box. The icons were then included repetitively and 

redundantly throughout the kit to bring the audience more quickly to participation. Page one also 

outlined needed supplies—such as scissors and glue—though in reflection it may have been 

useful to be even more direct in requesting the audience take time out before the show to prepare. 

Figure 13 

Interactive Kit Single Page Example 

 

Verb: That's What's Happening 

Lers get this thing inaction (Verb!) 
To be, to sing, lo feel, to live (Verb!) 
That's whal's happening 

I put my heart in action (Verb!) 
To rUfl, togo, to get, to give (Verb!) 
(Yoo're what's happening) 

That's where I find sati51action, yeah! (Yeah!) 
To search, to find, to have, to hold 
(Verb! To be bold) 
When I use my imagination (Verb!) 
I think, I plot, I plan, 1 dream 
Turning in towards creation (Verb I) 
I make, 1 write, I dance, I sing 
vVhen I'm feeling really active (Verb!) 
l run,I ride, l swim,lfly! 
Other times when life is easy 
(Oh!) I rest, I sleep, I sit, I lie 

(Verb! That's what's happening) 
lean take a noun and bend it 
Give me a noun 
(Bat, ball, rake, and plow) 
Make it a verb and realty send ii! 
(Show me how) 
Oil, I don't know myO'Ml power (Verb!) 

• Let's start off easy. For this first song, 
tear out the VERB card and hold it 
up when you hec1r an ACTION 
word. The hand on the screen will 
help you! 
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Physical Use Items 

Four different items intended for use by the audience were physically attached to the 

booklet. In three cases they were affixed using small adhesive dots. This decision was made to 

minimize waste and make the detachment simple while assuring the items would not accidentally 

detach. A whistle was affixed to the front of the kit. Two name tags and one set of 3D glasses 

were affixed inside. In the fourth case, a half-page was affixed with a swivel eyelet to allow the 

page to swing out and reveal the information beneath. This was intended as a small guessing 

game within the show, and the images correlated to the video graphics. 

The whistle was designed using computer-aided design software and 3D printed in 

polylactic acid plastic. The design was based on a traditional train whistle style for a visual cue 

perhaps many users would associate. First using math, then trial-and-error to hone adjustment, 

the whistle was tuned to a G4 and D5 to match the recording of the song. The whistle was also 

designed to hold two color-coded buttons to guide the user in play during the song. The buttons 

were originally colored orange and burgundy to be placed on a gold whistle, but this stylized 

design was determined to be potentially limiting in that the orange and burgundy colors were too 

similar in tone. The final whistle was dark yellow with red and blue dots so users could clearly 

define the two notes. Digital assets were created to match the physical design and guide users 

further; associating the colored on-screen buttons with the moment to play the notes. 

The 3D red/cyan anaglyphic glasses were purchased in wholesale and affixed within 

individual cellophane wrapping to the page of the song for which their use was intended. An 

accompanying image and text within the motion graphics, in addition to the text directions in the 

booklet, cued users to use their glasses at the appointed time. The entire song Zero My Hero was 

rendered in 3D. 
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To emphasize the concept of pronouns in the song about them, a set of two blank 

nametags was affixed to the page. Cuing users to a standard “Hello, my name is” format, they 

also included a space beneath to indicate a pronoun preference. The name tags were laser printed 

onto pre-cut sticker paper and designed according to the standard scheme of the entire kit. The 

hand icon was included for further consistency. 

Participant Selection 

 This show was designed for two principal participant groups: the audience and the actors. 

The audience self-selected, as the show was available to the general public via streaming service 

and advertised widely within the community. The cast was selected from an open audition, and 

21 roles were assigned. From this, one actor resigned her role mid-production, so the final 

number was 20. 

Project Analysis Procedure 

 My analysis for this project was based on the three main criteria I was concerned with as 

I designed the show: 

• motion graphics: Reflecting on outcomes of design, was the animation visually 

interesting, and did the motion graphics enhance the music and lyrics?  

• tangible user interface: Employing Stephen Meadows’ four-step construct, was the 

interactive audience kit usable, and how did it enhance the experience of the show?  

• cast engagement: Using analysis of observation, was the cast involved and did the 

cast find creative outlets in an altered production? 
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Chapter V: Evaluation, Implications, Missed Opportunities, and Conclusions 

The design work done for this project was a great example of a variety of levels of 

success. Generally, the show was a success. The actors were noticeably excited and energized; 

the audience was receptive and engaged. We pulled off a complete musical performance—under 

heavy constraint during a global pandemic—which is notable and exemplary. Specifically, some 

parts of the project were more successful than others. Yet, the entirety of design was successful 

on a level of experimentation and learning through mistakes, trial, and error. 

Evaluation 

 Based on the criteria listed earlier, I will evaluate the effectiveness of the three main 

objectives below and provide some reflection on rationale. 

Animation and Motion Graphic Design 

Was the animation visually interesting, and did the motion graphics enhance the music 

and lyrics? Audience observation and anecdotal feedback allows me to confidently state the 

variety and novelty of visual images and motion brought this production to a higher level of 

interest than had we simply filmed the actors singing. Visual interest is subjective, and the 

audience did not have another theatrical production to compare their engagement against, but 

their casual feedback, combined with my own self-reflection, helps me to confidently mark this 

category as successful. The motion graphics I designed for the show enhanced the music and 

lyrics. Two examples illustrate this. The song “Lolly Lolly Lolly” tells the story of a store that 

sells adverbs. The cast was filmed performing in a local hardware store. I designed graphics to 

enhance the video iterative of television advertising. The whole clip had a logo overlay. The logo 

was designed to mimic the logo of the actual hardware store and match the opening and closing 

titles, further promoted the idea that this was a song intended to sell adverbs (see Figure 14). 
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Figure 14 

Another example was the song “Rufus Xavier Sarsaparilla,” in which the main character 

drives around collecting pronouns. Throughout the song, each pronoun sung in lyrics is also 

displayed in video and gets collected into a basket on the car the singer is driving. By the end of 

the song, the concept is visually reinformed as the pile of pronouns is bursting over the sides of 

the basket to show that there are many (see Figure 15). 

Figure 15 
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Graphic Design and Tangible User Interface Design 

Was the program kit usable, and did the program kit enhance the experience of the show? 

I designed and produced a full color, full-bleed paper program, serving as the container for the 

Interactive Audience Kit. Within the pages were 13 separate instructions for the audience to 

engage in the show through active participation. A variety of included tangible items were 

affixed to the program as outlined above. The graphic design was successful in that it compiled 

the entirety of the show and its lyrics and offered a clear pathway to experience the show and 

participate. Functioning additionally as a playbill for the production, the final pages outlined the 

cast and crew, recognizing the creative directors, designers, and original creators of the music 

and lyrics. The booklet had a few subtle whimsical additions (possibly overlooked by many and 

included for fun for those who discovered them), such as numbering the pages in multiples of 

three, a nod to the famous “Three is a Magic Number” song. We also gave credit to the digital 

software used for production, as it was notable that fully nineteen—likely more—software 

applications were used to develop the production. The kit was set in a sans-serif font with 

energetic and youthful colors, aiding in legibility and reinforce the school-aged theme. Due to 

not considering the longest song and developing font standards according to it, some songs were 

set with minimal leading, which made them slightly more difficult to read and led to some pages 

with very little negative space. The verb card and voting ballot were perforated for easy removal, 

and they did tear out with very little force. The Mother Necessity song included a guessing game. 

A card was attached to the page with a swivel-out eyelet. This functioned well and swiveled out 

easily due to the inclusion of a washer and metal eyelet designed for movement. However, the 

overlay page moved around regardless of whether the user was on that page or engaging in the 

activity, making it a bit of an annoyance. Better design and user testing would have led to a 
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solution to affix it at one end with an adhesive dot or perhaps a paper slit for tucking it away 

when not in use. Several audience members told of their experience assembling their paper 

backpack. The experience appears to have been an enjoyable one for those who took the time to 

complete it. However, the activity was not a quick one, and it is doubtful most people completed 

it in time to watch or were able to do the suggested activity of inserting the adjectives during the 

show. In observation of the cast and in reflection on a post-show survey sent to all participants, it 

is notable that the whistle and 3D glasses were almost universally appreciated while other 

experiences were not. It is likely that they were the most easily used during performance—and 

also the most novel, though this is speculation. Also, considering that the audience had the ability 

to pause, directing them to pause and consider an interaction may have been worth consideration, 

at least at points which did not affect narration. 

In his book Pause and Effect: The Art of Interactive Narrative, author Stephen Meadows 

writes about four steps in the process for interactivity, including observation, exploration, 

modification, and reciprocal change (Meadows, 2003). This construct is useful for quick 

assessment of which interactive experiences were successful, and which were not. For example, 

many of our audience members pulled the whistle off the cover of the kit and began 

experimenting with playing it (e.g., observation & exploration). After that, they see the 

directions on page 45 in the kit and observe the user interface motion graphics in the song and 

begin to play along (e.g., modification & reciprocal change). They have affected the system, 

enlarging it to now include themselves as participants; and they have been changed by it, playing 

along when instructed. By this construct we see the whistle as highly interactive and effective. It 

also sorts out fewer interactive experiences, such as the Map Memory Test on page 51 of the kit, 

which they may recognize as usable (e.g., observation) yet set aside to watch the video and not 
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return to the experience (e.g., exploration, modification, or change, per se). It became clear that 

our audience may have benefitted from more instruction, time, or both, given that well over half 

those surveyed indicated they spent less than ten minutes reviewing it (see Figure 16). 

Figure 16 

Audience Interactive Kit Use Time 

 
Note. Individuals were asked to select a range of time spent using the kit before watching the 

performance. 

Cast Participation and Creativity 

Was the cast involved and did the cast find creative outlets in an altered production? 

Most certainly, the answer to this question is yes. The cast was involved in the production of the 

show, perhaps even more so than they would have been had it been performed on stage. Each of 

the three sub-casts produced their own video, a song in its entirety. To add some variety to the 

show and provide the actors with creative autonomy and a fully collaborative experience, we 

assigned three songs—one for each sub-cast—to record on video on their own using any means 

they choose. The results were a wonderful mix of ideas, and the process both lightened the load 

of the other creative directors and provided a sharing opportunity within the full cast. There was 

a lot of problem solving during the recording process, as each cast member was called on to 

26 responses 

e O minutes 

e 0-10 minutes 

e 10-30 minutes 

e over 30 minutes 
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record small clips of dialogue and acting. Smart phones were the tool of choice, and students 

were tasked with recording themselves doing a variety of things. For example, one whole sub-

cast was interacting through a computer screen, and so recordings were needed of each side of 

dialogue happening as through talking to a screen. I created a set of slides to help actors with 

lighting for their at-home recording (Figure 17), and several of them messaged me that it was 

useful to have this guidance. Due to time constraints, some creativity was simply directed and 

tasked to the actors. For example, when we needed actors to hide for the production of “Ready or 

Not,” we specifically requested “get a photo of yourself holding a paper five sitting down.” The 

specificity of these commands mimicked stage direction and focused actors in their choices. 

Figure 17 

Implications for the Field of Design 

I will list three specific ways in which this project might benefit future considerations of 

similar concepts. Those are the categories of audience limitations, actor contributions, and the 

use of Adobe Character Animator as a solution for quick animation. 

It will be important to consider limitations to what an audience can and/or wants to 

experience. Richard Wagner’s idea of gesamtkunstwerk is intriguing to me, and I have a high 

desire to design all aspects of an experience, especially the whimsical and unexpected details. 

Like Andy Warhol’s series of multimedia events featuring live music, film screenings, and dance 

Exploding Plastic Inevitable, this project certainly attempted to engage the audience on as many 
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sensory levels as possible, using multiple forms of media. In ideating on how we might display 

this production, we briefly considered augmented reality projection in the parking lot for drive-

by watching—or, at least, advertising—which would really have mimicked Warhol’s immersive 

ideal. However, in my idealizing of this concept, it is likely I have made assumptions on the 

upper limits of what audiences desire to experience. I spoke with at least one person who felt the 

interactive kit was entirely unwanted, his preference being to simply engage through listening 

and watching. One might consider Howard Gardner’s Theory of Multiple Intelligences and the 

correlation to entertainment (Leshkovska, 2016). For example, would an audience member with 

a preference for aural learning be interested in a physical interaction kit? There seems to be little 

research in the convergence of these areas. Similarly, there may be some correlation to age in 

multi-sensory input. We know young children can be highly stimulated by something that seems 

visually chaotic to older people (Ulbrich et al., 2009). The application of this understanding for 

narrative performance is intriguing. 

Should future productions expect actors to work independently, it will be worth 

considering the addition of directions and video demonstrations for their benefit. Of course, 

given our constraints, we developed a theatrical performance using unique means. If I were to do 

this again, I would consider even more ways to engage the actors in the development. Further, 

the development of easily accessible tutorials, or even holding live online instructional meetings 

for guidance would greatly benefit the show. For example, we should not expect actors to have a 

thorough understanding of framing themselves well in a landscape video with good lighting. Yet, 

not communicating this type of information well degrades the overall show at worst, and gives 

the video editors far more (colorizing, format conversion, image stabilization, white balance) 

work at best. The amateur video skills lend a certain authenticity and perhaps even endear 
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audiences to the show, yet we do need a certain level of audio recording and video capture 

quality to make something watchable that respects our audience’s eyes, ears and brains.  

Adobe Character Animator (CA) is a really easy and affordable way to produce 

animation of actors, and should be considered viable for future productions. The main variable in 

skill here is in the development of original assets, and the fine-tuning of lip syncing to the digital 

puppets. CA has been used for television on shows like The Late Show with Stephen Colbert, to 

great effect. As time goes by, more and more puppet kits are available for sale, and setting up 

motion capture for animated performance is very simple. It would be interesting to invite actors 

to experiment further with this and consider how shows—even staged productions—could 

benefit from this technology in the future. Even in the realm of audience participation or 

interaction, one can envision including nearly anyone into a production, given the relative 

willingness of audiences or actors to perform as a puppet versus live action recording and 

presentation. 

Missed Opportunities 

This project was full of choices not made, many due to limited resources of time, energy, 

or funds. I will outline a few highlights.  

It was proposed early, but never realized, to use the trains in “Conjunction Junction” as a 

fund-raising method. The idea was that we could sell virtual “tickets” for the train, and have the 

audience submit images of themselves—or perhaps of friends and family—to be included in the 

video (see Figure 18). I also reached out to two high school art teachers, asking them to request 

graffiti artists who might like to feature their student work on the side of some of the animated 

train cars, and they had no interest. Both ideas needed a bit more effort and time, perhaps an in-

person presentation—which was impossible at the time—to bring to life. 
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Figure 18 

Email Attachment Made for Soliciting Virtual Riders to Join the Production  

 

Given that the show was streaming online, there exists use data. For example, how many 

people watched it? How many people watched the entirety? How did this compare to other 

versions of similar or the same show? Correspondence with the streaming service to find 

comparative data with other organizations producing the same show was unsuccessful. 

Due to a need for division of work in editing, the entirety of the show did not have a 

standard visual look like the interactive kit. The director edited several pieces and used simple 

software editing templates for graphics. These functioned well and were not a distraction. Yet, 

the overall titling and editing was a missed opportunity for a more cohesive vision. There was 

also a required show logo provided by MTI and a required cartoon clip inserted into the show. 

The clip is a featured bumper included with the original cartoons in the 1970s and 1980s. 

Curiously, MTI did not provide a high-resolution clip for the required animation. Given my work 

Ride along with us! 

Come take a ride on the Conjunction Junction Train! We are producing a video version of this 
famous musical number and YOU can be part of it! Just submit a profile photo of yourself and a 

regular photo, and we'll take care of the rest! {*See next slide for examples) 
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was rendered in HD at 16:9 aspect ratio, the 4:3 480p pixelated clip stood out as a bit amateurish. 

Had we the time, we could have even included the lower resolution clip as part of a television set 

or something to conceal its low quality. 

Conclusions 

This show represents exploration of potential production methods for narrative 

performance. There are many useful applications for disrupting and expanding traditional 

paradigms. I believe these tangible interactions would be useful in engaging audiences both for 

streaming and in live performance. The concepts were universally in designing for broader 

involvement, and in their variety allow for a spectrum of inclusion. Indeed, we are giving the 

audience reason to move from observer to participant. We are seeing an expansion of what 

theater companies might do for their patrons, and the ideas presented here serve as models and 

jumping-off points for further investigation. With the ubiquity of video—and an increase in 

streamed versions of staged productions—it is easy to envision future where directors and 

companies grapple with the problem of needing new tools to inspire their supporters. Further, 

involving the performers in the process in new ways through animation and collaboration of 

design expands upon traditional roles which deepens their agency and opens new avenues for 

expression. Tools presented here such as animation, motion graphics, and interactive objects 

hold some of the solutions to engagement and creativity problems. In a broader sense, as we 

venture deeper into an attention economy moving forward, we will need to consider why our 

audience seeks live performance. We must ask ourselves what best occupies their minds, and in 

what ways can we be helpful and intentional stewards of their attention. These questions and 

considerations keep me curious and excited as I continue to look for opportunities to design 

surprising, engaging experiences for people. 
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Appendix A 

Examples of Interactive Elements in Film and Theater 

Table 1 

Examples of Tangible User Interface in Film 

TUI Film Year Note 

Red-and-cyan  
anaglyphic glasses 

The Power of 
Love 

1920 This was the first film showing to 
distribute 3D spectacles for viewing 
(Patterson, 2009). 

Red-and-cyan 
anaglyphic glasses 

Bwana Devil 1952 This was the first American 3D movie 
shot in color. Theaters were looking for 
gimmicks to get people away from TV 
and back into theaters. (IMDb.com, n.d.). 

Various items Rocky Horror 
Picture Show 

1977 As the film started its release in New 
York, fans began throwing brought-from-
home props (Latson, 2015). More 
recently, theaters have been selling kits for 
people to have what they need based on 
evolved standards (Eddie, 2016). 

Percepto Seat The Tingler 1959 The Percepto seat, made from repurposed 
WWII parts gave audiences a haptic 
sensation (Kobler, 1960). 

4DX (wind, water, 
vibrations, light 
flashes, scent) 

Avatar 2009 First used in South Korea, this was an 
attempt at standardizing a commercially 
available chair setup with sensory outputs 
(Shin, et al., 2014) 
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Table 2 

Motion Graphic User Interface Examples in Film 

GUI Film Year Note 

Follow the 
bouncing ball 

Song Car-
Tunes 

1924 
 

The first bouncing balls were filmed 
physically in high contrast film by Max & 
Dave Fleischer (Fleischer & Fleischer, 
1931). 

Intertitles Uncle Tom’s 
Cabin 

1903 This was the first use of text intertitles 
between scenes, making way for subtitles 
(DePollo, 2021). 

 

Table 3 

Tangible User Interface Examples in Live Theater 

TUI Production Year Note 

Voting 
machines 

Eat the Runt 1998 After a brief introduction of the cast, the 
audience voted for which role each actor 
would play (Soloski, 2001). 

Voting 
machines 

Quiz, the play 2018 The audience voted as a jury to this 
depiction of a trial of a game-show 
contestant (Taylor, 2018). 

Identity cards In & Of Itself 2016 The audience was asked to take an identity 
card upon entry, the use of which became 
apparent during the performance (Soloski, 
2017). 
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Appendix B 

Face-tracking Character Animation 

 For two of the songs, we used face-recognition-capture technology to turn actor 

performances into animation. One of the inherent problems with producing the show 

asynchronously and individually is the performers had no real audience interaction or 

performance opportunity. Face “acting” to control a digital puppet was a way I provided the 

actors with an additional creative path. 

 Using the Adobe Character Animation software, I designed several puppet rigs: a “Bill” 

for a song about how bills become laws, and a variety of “Blood Cells” for a song about 

circulation. We brought in the actors individually to perform their songs live, capturing the audio 

and motion of their facial expressions. The software converted these to animation, which I then 

embedded into scenes for the short films of the songs. These small additions proved that this 

powerful software—accessible to low-budget productions—could be used effectively to bring 

animation of characters to video. 
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Appendix C 

Tear-and-return Voting Ballots 

 Included in the show is a song about suffrage, and I used the opportunity to solicit 

audience feedback by designing a ballot for the interactive kit. Included on the lyrics page was a 

perforated mail-in ballot. The front side had several categories to “Vote” for, perhaps giving the 

audience a way to signal their favorite song from each of the Schoolhouse Rock! categories of 

grammar, history, mathematics and science. The backside was addressed to the school and gave 

both a place to affix a stamp and directions to simply drop the ballot off at the high school. The 

voting was a whimsical addition to engage the audience, not really a method for concrete data. 

We received six ballots in return, from 100 interactive kits. Four were mailed and two dropped 

off. Though there was not enough data to consider in evaluation of the show, there was some 

obvious consistency in the voting; all ballots listed either Adjectives or Conjunctions as the 

“Most fun part” of the show. The ballot proved a concept worth exploring, that of engaging the 

audience in a show-related evaluation for feedback in a non-threatening and fun way. 
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Appendix D 

Paper Cut Five Connects Audience to Video 

 For the song “Ready or Not,” the actors were photographed “Hiding” with a paper 

number five. The very same paper was included in the kit, affording the audience a way to 

replicate the game in the video in their own home. The five was designed to include multiples of 

five up to 100, a callback to the lyrics of the skip-counting song. For the video, the actors were 

filmed holding the five in front of a green screen, and chroma-keyed out to be included in live 

action video. For example, a closet door opened to reveal an actor hiding inside holding her five. 

The main singer in the song is calling out to people to hide, so a highly engaged audience 

member could conceivably interact and hide during the song with their own paper five. We 

collected no data on whether this was used as suggested. 
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Appendix E 

Interjections and Social Media 

 For the “Interjections” song, a blank callout was included in the lyrics page. The 

suggestion was to write an interjection (e.g., Wow! Cool! Yikes! Amazing!) on it and post a photo 

of yourself with the callout to social media, tagging the Mane Stage account or using our 

suggested hashtag. This was wholly unsuccessful, at least on twitter, Instagram and Facebook. 

The Theater’s accounts were created just in time for this purpose, so one hypothesis would be 

that no online community was in place to support the idea. It is also a big ask for people to post 

their photo—especially considering our audience was watching comfortably and asynchronously 

at home—to a public hashtag in this way. I believe had we put more effort into the concept and 

perhaps engaged the actors in the process we may have built more momentum. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




